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TradeTracker

This extension offers the option to generate a complete XML feed which can be directly loaded to 
TardeTracker. The extension also implements the required conversion pixel on the success page of your 
store so that the conversion is measured accurately what the number of sales TradeTracker makes 
immediately clear.

The TradeTracker XML Data Feed  
XML Data Feed fully meets the latest standards of TradeTracker. It is possible to generate the feed 
manually and through a Cronjob so the feed is automatically up to date whenever it's uploaded to 
TradeTracker. There are several data variables which can be included in the XML feed, even clothing/
apparel can be directly loaded into the feed through the optional values. This TradeTracker XML Data feed 
for Magento® 2 is an extension which is specially designed for TradeTracker, because it has different 
requirements as the Conversion Pixel and eg not show a watermark in an image.

The TardeTracker Conversion Pixel  
The conversion pixel has for some time a required function for merchants who wish to join TradeTracker. 
This arises from the fact that sales through TardeTracker traceable at all times and check the conversion, 
with the conversion pixel on the success page of the store it is easy to measure. Within this extension 
takes account of the ease of use when it comes to adding the conversion pixel and generate the Data 
feed. So you only need to activate the self-pixel conversion on test or production mode and shop ID on 
giving up, of course, this can be different for each store view.

Installation

There are 2 different ways to install the extension:


1. Installation through the Magento Marketplace

2. Installation through FTP


Knowledge Base

In our knowledge Base we add the most frequently asked questions from this Magento® extension and we 
setup a clear guide to help you with the installation and configuration. Please feel free to ask any further 
questions so we can complete this knowledge base for the benefits of all as this knowledge base is 
designed to offer a complete support option in self-service. 

It allows you to search for the frequently quested actions or have a peek in the configuration settings to 
get the most out of the extensions

You can find the Knowledge Base for this extension here;

https://www.magmodules.eu/help/tradetracker-magento2
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https://www.magmodules.eu/help/tradetracker-magento2/magento-2-marketplace-installation
https://www.magmodules.eu/help/tradetracker-magento2/install-tradetracker-magento2
https://www.magmodules.eu/help/tradetracker-magento2

